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Conventional vs digital composite onlays:

Phases, Sequences and Considerations
For about 10 years dentists have been dealing with
composite restorations, specifically onlays. As a result
of our careful and extensive research, we have carried
our knowledge, gained from years of practical
experience, to the digital world. This article intends to
illustrate the transition from conventional methods to
digital methods. With a conventional-based mentality,
it is possible to transfer one’s knowledge base to
digital, as well as to evaluate and understand what the
advantages of the digital world are versus the
disadvantages that may occur throughout our learning
curve. In other words, it is important for us to
determine if it is convenient and useful to change our
current conventional methods to digital ones on our
own, without the presence of selling pressure that is
often bestowed upon us.

First appointment
We select our shade with our Vita Shade Guide by
choosing the best match from our samples. This is our first
step because we do not want to lose the chromatic
references of the teeth related to dental dehydration during
and after isolation. Next, we make our preparation of
cavities with our specialized burs by taking into account
the standard preparation guidelines for a gold onlay
(Figure 1). We intentionally create a divergent preparation
and at the end of the appointment and then test the
divergence of the walls by checking if this preparation can
give us problems when seating the milled onlay. We bevel
the prepared mesiobuccal line angle with a chamfer-like
preparation to increase aesthetic integration in this area
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and to decrease the fracture possibility of the onlay. Colour
photos are taken in order to direct the technician as to
which composite layering technique he/she should use. The
rubber dam is removed and the impression is immediately
taken to take advantage of the retraction of the gingiva
that just occurred.

Conventional protocol
In comparing with other cases, we find numerous identical
occlusal, mesial and distal reference points that can be
applied to our case. A standard impression can be easily
be carried out with a triple tray loaded with a polyvinyl
siloxane or polyether mix. This impression allows us to
capture all at the same time the teeth of the quadrant
you’re working on, the opposing quadrant, and the bite
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Figs. 1 - 2: The impression to be sent to the laboratory

Fig. 3: GC Fujirock white, the plaster used for pouring the
impression

Fig. 4: The model is treated
through the application of a
hardener (GC Gradia Die
Hardener)

registration. In our clinical experience, triple trays have
created excellent results for our onlays almost all the
time. The impression takes about 8 minutes, which we
feel ensures patient comfort. The patient’s occlusal scheme
was immediately determined. We have encountered
problems with our onlay procedure only in rare cases,
for example when there is an anterior open bite, when
the tooth to be onlayed is the most distal tooth in the
arch, or when the plastic or metal loop of the triple tray
interferes with the occlusion. When we took two separate
impressions and a separate bite registration, it usually
took a lengthy 20 minutes and the patients experienced
more discomfort than they would have otherwise. While
maintaining continuous suction of the patient’s saliva,
we waited until the impression material was completely
set as per the manufacturer’s instructions and then
instructed the patient to open their mouth. At this point
the dentist should visually check the impression for
bubbles, drag or imperfections that my interfere with the

Fig. 5: Separator for composites
(GC Gradia separator)

construction of an optimal prosthesis. The impression is
then disinfected and sent to the laboratory together with
the prescription (Figures 1 and 2).

Fabrication of the conventionally made
model
We research our methods in the following way: we find a
typical case within our patient base and we manage it in
a conventional way. We study experienced dentists who
have been successfully using the triple tray system for a
long time and also those who have no complications with
their impression disinfections. Our laboratory carries on
with their usual protocol: the impression is disinfected
again, and then after a viscosity modifier is used to
increase the viscosity of plaster (Type 4 Dental Stone GC
Fujirock white) (Figure 3), the model is poured. A
hardener (GC Gradia Die Hardner) (Figure 4) is then
applied to the die and immediate surrounding area. A
cement spacer is added and finally a separator is used
Vol.12 No.6 - August 2019
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Figs. 6 - 7: OptraGate lip/cheek retractor that relaxes and displaces the peripheral soft tissues away from the area of the impression

that is specific for composites (GC Gradia separator)
(Figure 5).

Digital Impression Procedure
Isolation of the tooth is an extremely important step
before taking the final impression. It is therefore

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

important, in our opinion, to
adequately retract the cheeks and lips
away from the triple tray in order not
to cause movement of the impression
material (Figures 6 and 7). We insert
retraction cord into the sulcus in the
area of the gingival margin in order to
achieve gingival deflection. We use a
saliva ejector to suck up the saliva and
at the same time retract the tongue
away from the impression area. We
place dry tips inside the cheeks in order
to soak up the saliva from the parotid
duct. We completely dry the area and
then position the patient upright with
their occlusal plane parallel to the
horizon. After applying scanning
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powder only on the quadrant of the prepared teeth,
scanning is done in that entire quadrant and the acquired
image is shown on the scanner monitor (Figures 8 to 10).
An opposing arch scan virtual model is obtained in the
same manner as in the previous sentence. In the third
scan, the software articulates the virtual models of both

arches and the bite information is
revealed. The total scan time of the 3
scans has a 5 minute duration.

Fig. 10

Figs. 8 - 10: During the scan, the
operator verifies the soundness of the
scans on the monitor including making
sure that all areas were captured
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After inspecting the scanned models,
and after verifying that there are no
flaws with respect to the preparation,
a prescription is made and the saved
computer files are formatted and
exported to a CAD/CAM laboratory.
The tooth in question is temporized
with a light-cured acrylic temporary
crown material (Telio CS Onlay Ivoclar Vivadent) and after the
occlusion is checked, the patient is
dismissed.
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Figs. 11 - 13: The restoration with very broad contact surfaces

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

Figs. 14 - 17: The outline of the margin is obtained and later modified with the software; the fit
and amount of spacing you have can also be determined with the software

Case study 1 – Conventional layering of the
onlay restoration
For this onlay restoration we have selected the GC Gradia
Plus composite. This was our composite of choice because
molecular research had informed us that this composite
is easily packable and very durable which are important
factors for success when the onlay restorations are
digitized and then milled. Taking photos is useful to
visualize details and surface characterizations such as
areas of abrasions, discolorations, stains, or caries. A
modeling technique will be used to construct the
restorations and is called the AFG (Anatomic Functional
Geometry) technique invented by Alberto Battistelli. This
technique allows us to map out the surface
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characterizations present on the surface of the adjacent
teeth and be able to replicate them on our restoration. In
the layering technique, firstly we apply a thin layer of
translucent coloured composite and then secondly apply
the dentin coloured composite to form the dentin nucleus.
Composite cones are fabricated on the slopes of the ridges.
Subsequently, the enamel opaque white composite is
applied (as per manufacturer’s instructions) directly onto
the dentinal composite surface, and then the cuspal ridges
and marginal ridges are carefully formed. After applying
glycerine gel to our restoration, anaerobic polymerization
is carried out and maximum composite conversion is
achieved. We finished by evaluating our restoration on a
duplicate model which also included checking the
contacts. Contact surface wear on adjacent teeth only
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Fig. 18

Fig. 21

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Fig. 22

Fig. 23

Figs. 18 - 23: With digital modeling one can be modify the restoration in many different ways. Rulers and other tools are utilized, allowing you
to add or subtract material

occur with the repetitive bad habits of the overchecking
dentist (Figures 11 to 13). After having finished and
polished the restoration, the we deliver it to the dental
office.

Digital modeling
The first step is to fill in the project form. On this form,
you can choose the type of material you want to use, the
type of prosthesis to be made, and above all you can
request to evaluate the proposed anatomical shapes from
the software. Depending on the chosen material, the
software will help you modify the restoration to your
liking. The margin outline is drawn in which can be
modified at any point as you proceed. The fit can be

Fig. 24

virtually determined after the addition of a preset spacer
for the cement gap (Figures 14 to 17).
Subsequently, we move on to the management of the
form. The software contains "libraries" of different
anatomical forms among which the operator will be able
to select the one to be used (this also occurs with the
removable prosthesis software component). Some
software has a "mirror" function that allows one to
mimic the characterizations of the contralateral tooth in
exact fashion. It is necessary to make changes to the CAD
generated proposal; in fact, in the modeling screen, thanks
to the tools provided by the program, it is expected of
you to make changes. 3D modeling can be achieved in
different ways (Figures 18 to 23) including working with

Fig. 25

Figs. 24 - 25: 2 composite blocks of 2 different brands ...
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rulers and tools that allow you to add or subtract material
(Lecron, P.K. Thomas). As with conventional methods,
refining your modeling techniques is certainly helpful.
Another parameter to definitely keep in mind is the
occlusion. With modeling software, it is possible to decide
upon the position of contact with the opposing cusp and
also the degree of compression. It also eliminates the need
for actual articulator paper to check the occlusion of
your restoration.
It is important to know that not all details can be
reproduced by CAD software systems, especially the
grooves. I solved the problem of reproducing the grooves
by enlarging them in the CAD phase and then adding to
them small amounts of material. This solution allowed me
to achieve excellent detail in my final restoration. After the
modeling phase was completed, we proceeded to export
the file (via e-mail) to the CAM milling unit. There are
several 3D format types, the most popular being the STL
format (Standard Tessellation Language format). It should
be emphasized that this format allows you to achieve
excellent results in terms of accuracy, however it is not the
best format for 3D file creation. We know that the STL file
format is the most popular format used since most of the
3D printing units accept this type of format. In summary,
the STL file format is to 3D as JPG is to photography.

Fig. 26

Fig. 27

CAM stage (Computer-Aided
Manufacturing)
The data processing stage is essential to the restoration’s
manufacturing process. A CAM Express 5 Axis milling
unit with the aid of a cool liquid was used. This particular
milling unit avoids inaccuracies caused by uncontrolled
movements as seen with "small mills". This translates
into a more reliable data transfer. We selected 2 composite
blocks of 2 differing brands (Figures 24 and 25) that
were slated to be milled using the same method for both
(Figures 26 to 28). Once the milling stage was completed,
we carefully removed the artifacts and cut the projection.
The onlay was polished with TEGDMA, UDMA, BisGMA and alcohol, and modified in the areas of the pits
and fissures by adding small coloured amounts of
composite (Figures 29 to 31) in order to reduce the
thickness of the fissures caused by the cutter and avoiding
the bland appearance initially produced by the CAM
stage (Figures 32 to 32b). The Case Studies were described
as follows:
•
•
•

Case study 1 Conventional onlay.
Case study 2 Digital (CAD/CAM) onlay
modified by the dental technician.
Case study 3 Onlay conventionally designed
and produced without any modifications.

Fig. 28

Figs. 26 - 28: ... that have been milled with the aid of a 3D printing stereolithography milling machine

Fig. 29

Fig. 30

Fig. 31

Figs. 29 - 31: The pits and fissure areas were coloured and modified by adding small amounts of composite ...
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Fig. 32a

Fig. 32: ... to reduce the thickness of the grooves
created by the milling machine avoiding the typical
CAM fabricated look

Clinical evaluation of
the 3 Case Studies
The onlays are examined after the layered onlays
are delivered to us by the laboratory on their
master models. We are now free to make changes
to all marginal areas, the contact points, the shape
of the occlusal surfaces and emergence profiles.

Fig. 32b

Figs. 32a - 32b: We use the GC GRADIA PLUS composite to obtain similar
characteristics to milled composites

Case Study 1 (conventional)
The onlay looks very nice, well finished and polished,
although it is not rare to find imperfections inside or
on the composite surface caused by finishing in the
laboratory. It is possible to find tiny porosities and/or
tiny fractures among the various layers. From an
aesthetic point of view, the most attractive restoration
out of the 3 Case Studies would be when the dental
technician can create macro and micro
individualizations that mimic the natural tooth
throughout the entire composite manufacturing
process.

Fig. 33

Case Study 2 (onlay milled and modified
by the dental technician)
The milled onlay was modified, finished, and
polished. The restoration appeared aesthetically
acceptable, however, in our opinion, there is much
room for aesthetic improvement in the future. Our
next goal was to significantly reduce our onlay
procedure time, so we evaluated the reliability and
accuracy of the restoration in absence of models.
However, when models are absent and the
extraoral aesthetic verification process is
eliminated, bubbles and other imperfections
cannot be noticed, despite the onlay looking
perfect.
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Figs. 33 - 34: The inlay slides perfectly into our preparation
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Fig. 36: Try-in of the milled onlay needing more adjustment

Fig. 35: Case Study 3

Fig. 37

Fig. 38

Fig. 39

Fig. 40

Fig. 41

Fig. 42

Figs. 37 - 42: We spent about 30 minutes adjusting. In particular, we had to adjust the contact areas that were over-contoured in planning

Case Study 3 (milled and unmodified inlay by the
dental technician)
The third unmodified inlay was milled, finished and polished.
It contained all the necessary physical characteristics, yet was
completely unaesthetic. In light of this, we believe that the
assistance of an experienced dental technician is essential to
increase the restoration’s natural tooth-like appearance
properties that otherwise would appear to be an opaque and
monochromatic restoration. To date, none of the various
chroma and value composite blocks that our current market
carries gave us acceptable results.

Intraoral Inspection
There are numerous differences between the three inlays such
as marginal ridge thickness, bucco-lingual width, and contact
surface broadness and location.

Case Study 1
A triple tray sectional impression was initially taken in
maximum intercuspation. The onlay fits perfectly into our
preparation, the contact areas are positive, and there are
no marginal gaps (Figures 33 and 34). Addition and
subtraction changes were not made by the dentist. Instead,
final precision was attained with continuous dialogue
between the inexperienced dentist and the technician that
is necessary in order to end up with an ideal prosthesis.

Case Study 2
The try-in of the milled onlays was an unsatisfying
experience (Figures 35 and 36). Numerous modifications
had to be made in order to achieve complete seating of the
onlay into the preparation. This took about 30 minutes. In
particular, we had to adjust the contact areas that were
Vol.12 No.6 - August 2019
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Fig. 44

Fig. 43

Fig. 45

Fig. 47

Fig. 46

Fig. 48

Figs. 43 - 48: Cementation of the Case Study 1 layered onlay

Fig. 49

Fig. 51

Fig. 50

Fig. 53

Fig. 52

Figs. 49 - 53: Occlusal adjustment. We check, with the help of the CAD virtual models displayed on the monitor, the correctness of the occlusion

designed overcontoured (Figures 37 to 42). We repeatedly
used a fit checker paste in order to detect and eliminate
any interferences in the seating of the onlay including the
proximal box and marginal areas. All these modifications
were very necessary, having modified the computer-assisted
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designs of the onlays in order to improve/facilitate onlay
accuracy.

Cementation
The Case Study 1 layered onlay is cemented (Figures 43 to
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48). We now will describe, in short, the procedures performed
in this case. We proceeded with anaesthesia and isolated the
field with rubber dam in order to protect the enamel of the
adjacent teeth. We used a fine sanding disk to sand the internal
surfaces of the onlay. We then polished and applied a silane
coupling agent to the sanded internal surface. The onlay was
sandblasted and adhesive was applied to the internal surface
of the onlay and also to the onlay preparation. Cementation
was carried out. Occlusal adjustments were carried out and
the articulator paper marks cross-referenced with those that
the software produced, checking to see if the occlusion on the
26 was the same as before the onlay preparation was carried
out (Figures 49 to 53). We then remove the articulator paper
marks and so we can see the beautiful aesthetics of our onlay
despite the dehydration that occurred due to air drying
(Figures 54 and 55). An x-ray was taken (Figures 56 and 57)
to verify that there were no gaps or over-contoured areas in
the cervical margin region (Figures 58 and 59). The patient
was reviewed 1 month later. The composite onlay seemed
slightly opaque, so further polishing was done to increase its
aesthetic appeal (Figure 60).

Dental considerations
The digital industry has grown extremely fast, becoming

Fig. 54

more and more useful and with lots of advantages, and we
as operators must be always up to date. The purpose of
writing this article was to evaluate our existing indirect
prosthetics protocol. We found that a light grip on the
scanning wand and a light fulcrum definitely improved
patient comfort. Impression scanners exhibit greater
comfort and control as opposed to the stickiness associated
with conventional materials when taking an impression,
which can cause the patient to feel suffocated and
uncomfortable as well as anxious, tussive and
hypersalivatory. With digital scanners, the impression
process can be paused at any point, and then resumed
easily as soon as the patient feels he/she is ready, without
having to start from scratch as per conventional
procedures. The deleterious issues related to the use of the
materials used during the taking of conventional
impressions (eg. the presence of air bubbles, drag,
expansion, tears) are permanently eliminated thanks to the
advent of digital technology. Time saving is always a desire
of the dentist during the prosthesis fabrication process.
Digital scanning technology definitely allows one to save
time in the fabrication of their definitive prosthesis, also
ensuring smoother surfaces, better fit and easier cleaning
procedures than with conventionally made onlays.

Fig. 55

Figs. 54 - 55: We can appreciate the aesthetics of our onlay fabrication despite tooth dehydration

Fig. 56

Fig. 57

Figs. 56 - 57: Pre- and post-op x-rays
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Fig. 58

Fig. 59

Figs. 58 - 59: There are no gaps in the gingival margin areas

Dental considerations

There is no doubt that the digital industry is quickly growing
and developing. The dental technician has to make digital
imaging choices fairly rapidly among a myriad of CAD/CAM
systems. It is necessary for the dentist to know both the
potential and the drawbacks of the CAD/CAM units in order
for them to evaluate which one is most suitable to their
restorative preferences. Currently, it is not possible to fabricate
a prosthesis that fully meets the requirements of aesthetics,
function and fit without the prosthesis being modified in some
way by a dental technician. Continued research has brought
us excellent results in terms of precision and durability. The
information accumulated during this research has led to the
development of important techniques by the laboratory. It has
also led to important prosthesis-modifying possibilities by
clinicians who look to continue to pave the digital path to
success. ■
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Fig. 60: The patient was reviewed one month later. The
composite onlay looked slightly opaque, however its
aesthetic appeal increased after toothbrushing.
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